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Abstract—Although marker-less human pose estimation and tracking is important in various systems, nowadays many applications tend to detect animals while performing a certain task. These applications are multidisciplinary including robotics, computer vision, safety, and animal healthcare. The appearance of RGB-D sensors such as Microsoft Kinect and its successful applications in tracking and recognition made this area of research more active, especially with their affordable price. In this paper, a data synthesis approach for generating realistic and highly varied animals corpus is presented. The generated dataset is used to learn a machine learning model to semantically segment animal body parts. In the proposed framework, foreground extraction is applied to segment the animal, dense representations are obtained using the depth comparison feature extractor (DCF) and used for training a supervised random decision forest (RDF). An accurate pixel-wise classification of the parts will allow accurate joints localisation and hence pose estimation. Our approach records classification accuracy of 93\% in identifying the different body parts of an animal using RGB-D images.

Index Terms—RGB-D cameras, pose estimation, semantic segmentation and random decision forest.

I. INTRODUCTION

Articulated objects pose estimation receives much interest from the computer vision community due to its wide range of practical applications. Joints localisation via semantic body parts segmentation, also known as pixel-wise classification, is an effective approach to marker-less pose estimation and tracking for human beings and animals. In this approach, every body pixel is assigned the discrete categorical label of the body part it belongs to, and subsequently interpolating body joint positions. Pixel-wise classification is more challenging than traditional object detection and recognition vision tasks. Foreground extraction and obtaining discriminative pixel level representations are the main contributory factors for such difficulty.

However, the advancements in depth technologies such as Microsoft Kinect have relaxed this task. The Kinect sensor was introduced in 2010 as an Xbox 360 external gaming peripheral. This RGB-D camera technology is patented by PrimeSense. The Microsoft Kinect allows people to play and interact with their console without carrying any controllers or requiring pose calibration. Nowadays, RGB-D cameras are used in areas far beyond gaming. The size [1], price [2] and accuracy [3]–[5] of these RGB-D cameras make it extensively used in many other research areas such as work safety and ergonomic assessments [4], [6], biometrics [7], [8], simulated crowd interactions [9], human machine interaction [10], [11] and 3D scanning [12], [13].

Fig. 1: Method overview: a) a synthetic depth image of a dog, b) shows a sample classification output of the RDF where each pixel is assigned the discrete categorical label of the body part it belongs to.

The most well-known approach in labelling and tracking is the one proposed by Shotton et al. [14]. Pixel classification in depth images was done using random decision forests (RDF) [15]–[17], trained on the pixel-wise representations obtained by the depth comparison feature extractor (DCF). Buys et al. [18] utilised both the colour and depth data to adapt on-line to new environments. In this approach, a kinematic model was used to construct the skeleton. Both of these approaches [14], [18] focus only on human pose estimation, however, animal pose estimation is also important for application domains like animal surveillance [19], safety [20], medical care [21] and gaming. The main limitation is the availability of fully labelled animals training dataset as it is difficult to instruct and record animal activities in front of a depth camera. Therefore, building on top of Shotton’ [14] and Koen’s [18] approaches, we start with building a diverse, synthesised and fully labelled animals training dataset. A set of virtual animal models with different anthropometric characteristics is designed. Animal activities such as running and jumping are recorded using a motion capture system. Then, the recorded motion data is mapped onto animal models. Finally, pixel labelling and rendering processes are applied. Fig. 1, shows a pair of synthesised depth and ground truth training images. The forest is trained on this dataset using discriminative and computationally efficient depth comparison features (DCF). Both RDF and DCF could be evaluated in parallel on a
Fig. 2: The steps of modelling and animating a quadrupedal animal, a) shows the configuration of markers placed on animal’s body, b) the traced animal skeleton using a motion capture system, c) displays the virtual model created using a 3D modelling software, and d) demonstrates the fitting process.

Fig. 3: Samples of animated frames for a dog walking, running, and jumping.

GPU [14], [16] allowing real time performance.

This paper is organised as follows: Section II describes our data generation approach. Feature extraction and RDF training are detailed in Section III. Section IV shows the experimental results and discussion. Finally, we conclude in Section V.

II. DATA GENERATION

A marker-based motion-capture (MoCap) system is used to capture different animations of a dog such as walking and jumping. While a 3D modelling and computer graphics software such as Blender [22] is used to create different animal models. Then, a skeleton of a dog is constructed with different bones that are assigned to follow the marker trajectories. Finally, the created virtual models are fitted on the constructed skeleton. The process of modelling and animating the dog is depicted in Fig. 2. Samples of different captured animal activities are shown in Fig. 3.

At this stage the captured motion data accompanied with the constructed skeleton are mapped onto the dog model. The next step is annotation, a one-time manual process into which each body pixel in every depth frame is assigned the label of the candidate body part it belongs to. Simply, each vertex in the 3D model will be added to one vertex group, which represents a dog body-part. Subsequently, each of these vertex groups will be given a unique discrete categorical label. We currently discriminate between 17 dog body parts (one for the head, three for the front left leg, three for the front right leg, three for the back left leg, and three for the back right leg).

The training data generated previously is used to train the forest. Two steps are involved, first one is optimising a set of discriminative feature extractors. Secondly, training the randomised forest of trees using the MapReduce paradigm [23].

III. RANDOM DECISION FORESTS

In the first step, the state of the art simple depth comparison feature (DCF) is employed. The idea of the DCF had been first introduced in [24] as the difference of RGB pixel intensities. The DCF is used for characterising depth information due to its efficient computations while maintaining high discriminating signal and depth translation invariance [14], [18]. For every body pixel \( p \) in a depth image \( D \), a feature vector of length 2000 is computed as the depth difference between this pixel \( p \) and another 2000 randomly sampled offset pairs as illustrated by the following formula:

\[
f(p, \Theta) = d_D \left( p + \frac{o_1}{d_D(p)} \right) - d_D \left( p + \frac{o_2}{d_D(p)} \right)
\]

where \( d_D(p) \) is the depth value of pixel \( p \), and \( \Theta = (o_1, o_2) \) is a randomly sampled offset pair. The offset normalisation factor \( \frac{1}{d_D(p)} \) is applied to ensure depth invariance feature response.
The storage cost of the dense DCF representations obtained per image is approximately 4 MB.

A. RDF Training

Randomised Decision Forests (RDF) [25] is an ensemble of decision tree predictors, each consisting of split and leaf nodes [26]. RDF has been proven fast and efficient for handling different data analysis problems such as classification, regression, clustering and dimensionality reduction in [27] and can be implemented efficiently on the GPU [16]. Each tree \( t \) in a forest of size \( N \) combines its posterior distribution over the pixel label \( P_t(c|v) \) with all the other trees to produce the forest estimate \( P(c|v) \). The following formula is for the used average ensemble model

\[
P(c|v) = \frac{1}{N_t} \sum_{t=1}^{N_t} P_t(c|v)
\]

(2)

where \( c \) is a candidate body part label, \( v \) is the feature vector extracted for a body pixel in the ground depth image, and \( N_t \) is the number of trees in the forest. Background pixels are removed in a foreground segmentation pre-processing step.

As mentioned previously, the storage cost per image is approximately 4 MB. Consequently, as the training samples increase, the computational resources become a challenge. We used the horizontal scaling approach to tackle this problem. Being a candidate problem for key-value pair formulation, opened the door to use the MapReduce component of the Apache Hadoop distributed computing ecosystem [28]. A Hadoop cluster totalling 18 cores, 80 GB RAM, 6 TB storage is deployed for RDF optimisation.

Training a decision tree is mainly an optimisation of the split nodes parameters \( \Phi = (\Theta, \tau) \), where \( \Theta = (o_1, o_2) \) is a 2D offset pair and \( \tau \) is a feature threshold. Therefore, to train a single tree, the following steps are performed. First, a random set of splitting candidates \( \Phi \) is generated. Secondly, at each splitting node, the information gain is used as a criterion to select the best splitting candidate from the set \( \Phi \) and binary divide the incoming training samples. This procedure is decomposed into a set of simple Map and Reduce tasks.

Using the MapReduce component of Hadoop is advantageous. First, Hadoop balances the computational load over a commodity of hardware. Secondly, horizontal scalability via adding extra nodes is valuable. Most importantly, training the RDF is computationally expensive. Therefore, the fault tolerance capabilities for Hadoop are tremendously beneficial. Another thing that makes MapReduce and Hadoop an adequate solution, is that the training process can be performed on the cloud using the IBM Compute SoftLayer that publicly supports a Hadoop MapReduce service.

The result of the forest learning process is a set of binary random decision trees \( \langle N \rangle \). There are several hyper-parameters that affect the generalisation capabilities of the forest. However, tree depth has the most significant effect on the model performance [14]. Optimising a tree depth is an experimental process. In the following section, we contribute with results obtained using different number of levels.

One strict requirement for our system is to ensure real time performance. Therefore, pixels evaluation is implemented on the graphics processing unit (GPU) [16]. An input test sample \( v \) is pushed simultaneously into all trees starting from the first split node until reaching its leaf. At each split node of a tree, a binary test is applied to compare the DCF outcome of the input sample against an optimised threshold. As soon as reaching a leaf node, the tree \( t \) outputs the conditional probability distribution \( P_t(c|v) \), where \( c \) is the discrete label of the body part. Then, the produced tree posteriors are aggregated to constitute the forest estimate \( P(c|v) \) of unseen test pixel \( v \) as shown in Eq. 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have trained a random decision forest of size 4 trees to depth 20 using a synthetic and fully labelled training dataset of 9K images to discriminate between 17 discrete classes representing predefined dog body parts. While generalisation capabilities are affected by different model parameters, including forest size and the size of the training dataset, tree depth has the most significant influence on the overall model performance [14], [27]. Therefore, in this section, we describe the used performance metric and study the effect of varying the tree depth parameter on the generalisation behaviour of the model. The forest size is set to 4 and number of training images to 9K.

A. Evaluation Criterion

The trained forest is used to perform pixel-wise classification of input depth images generating fully labelled images. The hamming distance [29] is used to measure the accuracy of the resulting output images. Each pixel in the resulted image is checked against the same pixel in the ground truth image producing a new hamming accuracy map, also known as similarity map. Each pixel in the accuracy map will have the value 1 if the same pixel in both the reference and resulted images had the same label, and 0 otherwise. The final hamming accuracy is the sum of the ones of the similarity map divided by the total number of body pixels.
Fig. 5: Resulted labelled dog images using RDF trees that are trained to 6 different levels.

TABLE I
The Effect of Tree Depth on the Real Time Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trees Depth</th>
<th>Frames Per Second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using deeper trees provide better generalisation performance while adding extra real time computational cost.

B. Trees Depth

To study the effect of the depth of the trees, the proposed method is evaluated using fixed forest size of 4 trees and varying number of levels 2, 4, 6, 10, 15 and 20 respectively. Fig. 4, describes the effect of varying tree depth on the average hamming accuracy. Results demonstrates that deeper trees have better generalisation performance. However, slight gain has been achieved with trees deeper than 6 and overfitting begins after depth 10. Using larger training sets could help in avoiding the overfitting problem [14] and achieving better results from deeper trees. On the other hand, using deeper trees adds extra computational cost during model evaluation.

Table I, describes the relationship between the number of levels and the number of frames per second. Fig. 5, shows the resulted labelled images when using the RDF trees with levels 2, 4, 6, 10, 15 and 20. Fig. 6, shows the resulted similarity images of each scenario accompanied with the hamming accuracy.

The confusion matrix was constructed, where pixels of each dog body-part of the reference image were checked in the resulted image to indicate to which labels of other body parts these pixels were assigned and understand the confusing body parts as shown in Fig. 7.

C. Discussion

Fig. 5, clearly demonstrates the failure of labelling and not being able to identify most of the dog body-parts when using low level trees, and better labelling when using higher level trees. To measure the accuracy, hamming distance was used to construct the similarity maps as shown in Fig. 6. The hamming accuracy between the reference images and the resulted images was measured, where only the matching pixels that have the same label in both the reference and resulted images are counted. Fig. 6, shows that the accuracy using trees trained on dog images reached 93% starting from level 10.

The average hamming accuracy of all images is calculated in Fig. 4. As it is shown, the average hamming keeps increasing with the increase of the number of tree levels, then it maintains almost the same value starting from depth 6 to 10 and slight performance degradation after 10 indicating the occurrence of overfitting. This is due to using only 9K images for in training.

In Fig. 7, the confusion matrix was calculated where pixels of each body-part of the reference image were checked in the resulted image to determine to which labels of other body parts these pixels were assigned. As shown, higher level trees have better accuracy. In Fig. 7f, some of the limbs had the value zero because either the limb is not shown in the current posture or because only small number of pixels were assigned to it, where these pixels are assigned and labelled to be part of the closest biggest body-part.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper an approach to semantic dog body parts segmentation as an intermediate step towards animals pose estimation using a RGB-D camera is presented. First, a MoCap system is used to capture the movement of the dog. Then, a constructed skeleton is fitted on a dog model. A pixel-wise labelled animal training dataset is generated. The MapReduce component of the Hadoop distributed ecosystem is utilised to train the random decision forest. Results show the successful recognition and identification of the dog body-parts with an accuracy of 93%. This rate can be significantly improved by designing an ensemble of RDFs to recognise different levels.
Fig. 7: The confusion matrix representing the percentage of the number of pixels assigned to each dog body-part of the input reference image when using different levels of trained RDF trees.
of details. In order to achieve this, an accustomed fusion algorithm will be designed to fuse indexed label images of the recognised labels from different RDFs as described in [30].
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